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Avery Dennison Supreme Wrapping Film
ColorFlow Series
®

™

™

A dynamic colour spectrum emerges with each ray of light
Rays of light and smooth curves creates a fluid, shifting
spectrum of colour with Avery Dennison ColorFlow™
Supreme Wrapping™ Film. This unique portfolio of six
iridescent shades transform a vehicle into a beautiful
work of art.
ColorFlow™ Supreme Wrapping™ Film delivers superior
performance and conformability, while achieving a
dynamic look that’s durable and easy to apply. And now,
the ColorFlow™ six iridescent shades are available in
both a satin and gloss finish. The gloss finish enhances
the colour shift with no need for a gloss overlaminate

Lightning Ridge NEW!
Green/Purple
Satin SW900-610-S
Gloss SW900-611-S NEW!

Fresh Spring
Gold/Silver
Satin SW900-251-S
Gloss SW900-252-S NEW!

Roaring Thunder
Blue/Red
Satin SW900-551-S
Gloss SW900-552-S NEW!

KEY FEATURES
> Available in six colour shifting iridescent shades with a
satin finish and gloss finish
> Excellent conformability around curves and recesses
> Patented Easy Apply RS™ adhesive technology
> Exceptional durability and performance
> Excellent long-term removability
KEY BENEFITS
> A combination of colours that look unique in ever-changing light
> Save time on installation with a repositionable, bubble-free
application with long-term removability
> Premium quality cast film designed for use in vehicle and
graphics markets

Rising Sun
Red/Gold
Satin SW900-446-S
Gloss SW900-447-S NEW!

Urban Jungle
Silver/Green
Satin SW900-786-S
Gloss SW900-787-S NEW!

Rushing Riptide
Cyan/Purple
Satin SW900-673-S
Gloss SW900-674-S NEW!
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Reveal the full
spectrum
From variations in bold metallics
to colours reflecting the brilliance
of the morning sun, the complete
palette includes: Fresh Spring,
with colours shifting from gold
to silver; Roaring Thunder with
evolving colours from blue to
red; Rising Sun brings red and
gold to life; Urban Jungle for a
silver and green combination
that demands attention; Rushing
Riptide, the cyan and purple
hues of the ocean’s deepest
waters; and Lightning Ridge,
green to purple colour awakened
by nature’s full energy.

Lightning Ridge | Green/Purple NEW!

Rising Sun | Red/Gold

Urban Jungle | Silver/Green

Roaring Thunder | Blue/Red

Fresh Spring | Gold/Silver

Rushing Riptide | Cyan/Purple
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More information available via graphicsap.averydennison.com/car-wraps
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